Autoform AB
VACUUM-FORMED TRUNK LINERS AND ROOF BOXES
OEM trunk liners and other storage solutions

Autoform is the leading manufacturer of trunk liners in Europe. The product range also includes trunk and tool boxes
as well as frunk liners (for the front storage area in electric vehicles).
The trunk liners have a perfect fit for each vehicle model and are designed according to specifications from the OEMs.
Any market need can be met thanks to experience of all types of recyclable materials, even Bio ones, and the
disposition of modern production equipment including completely automatic lines for higher volumes.
Autoform has in-house design and manufacturing of tools, which enable quick, flexible and cost-effective supply.
All materials used are recyclable and will gradually be supplemented with Bio materials under development together
with The Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm (”KTH”)
Trunk box

Autoform is certified according to IATF 16949, ISO 14001, CCC and ISCC.

Trunk liner with dividers
Trunk liner
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Autoform AB
Roof boxes
A roof box is the very best way to increase a vehicle´s loading capacity.
Calix and Carbox roof boxes, produced by Autoform, are available in
various models from short city boxes to long ski boxes, to meet all
possible requriements.
All roof boxes from Autoform are developed and manufactured in
Sweden by recyclable ABS plastics, which are durable and temperatureand UV resistant. All boxes have central locking and Dual Opening
(possible to open from both sides).
The premium product, The Nordic Loader, has a streamlined design
that follows the contour of the vehicle and gives the impression being
integrated with the vehicle. The double shell construction gives a rigid
and solid feeling and creates, together with the patented Safety Nose,
superior load restraint characteristics.
The Urban Loader is intended to be constantly fitted on the vehicle
when folded and vertically expanded when loaded. It is slim and stylish
in its compact version. It holds up to 500 liters and can take almost all
types of child carriages on the market. Why not add an Urban Loader
instead of changing to a bigger car when the family grows?

Customized roof box

The H-family consists of a series of boxes with various measures and
volumes. All Autoform boxes are equipped with handy safety nets for
easy loading and anchoring of luggage.
Autoform also produces advanced components for e g the construction
equipment and recreational vehicle industry.

Roof box H22

Urban Loader
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